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Introduction
In order to make the fully oil-free oxygen supercharger work safely and effectively, please read

this instruction carefully. It will help you understand its working principle, main structure,

performance parameters and maintenance knowledge, and bring convenience to your work.

1. Application and Application Scope of All Oil-Free Oxygen Gas Supercharger

1.1A fully oil-free oxygen gas booster (hereinafter referred to as supercharger) is a reciprocating plug, single

action (see figure 1 for the appearance of the whole machine), this product does not need to be added Lubricating

oil, no pollution of pressurized oxygen, full sealing structure, no leakage operation, bearing all added imported

special grease to ensure the product durable。

1.2 This compressor is generally suitable for rated intake pressure ≤0.4 Mpa (above this pressure add pressure

relief valve, reduced to 0.4 Mpa), rated exhaust pressure Force20 Mpa under the working conditions of filling

bottles, inverted bottles and other oxygen pressurization, recovery occasions. When the intake pressure is below

0.4 Mpa 、 the exhaust pressure is above 20 Mpa. The use of compressors under special conditions, need to

communicate with our technical personnel after the distribution, and then production and use. General compressor

type Non-explosion-proof models can only be used in non-explosion-proof occasions. Explosion-proof occasions

need to communicate with our technical personnel to select explosion-proof models.

1.3 The compression medium of the supercharger is: oxygen

forced air cooling hydrocooling

Figure 1

2. Working Principle and Structure of Supercharger

2.1 principle of operation

2.1.1 Supercharger consists of main engine, motor, instrument and electrical control elements.
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2.1.2 When the supercharger is working, the motor drives the crankshaft to produce rotating motion through

the triangle belt drive, and the piston produces reciprocating motion through the connecting rod, which causes the

cylinder volume to change, resulting in the increase of oxygen pressure in the cylinder. Oxygen is injected into the

buffer tank through the exhaust valve, one-way valve and pipeline for use.

2.2 See Figure 2 for the host structure
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Compressor main engine structure diagram Figure 2

3. Control system of supercharger

3.1 electric cabinet

A fully oil-free oxygen booster equipped with a special electrical control box(Figure 3), Control panel:

1. Start/stop button: start/stop control

2. Stop button: emergency stop

3. Display Table: Shows Working Hours

4. Operation indicator: Operation indicator

5. Power indicator: Power indicator

6. Excessive temperature alarm indicator: exhaust temperature over 140℃, alarm

7. Temperature display at all levels: display exhaust temperature at all levels
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8. Maintenance Instructions: Alarm Tips to Maintenance Cycle

9. The inside of the control box is provided with motor overload and overheating protection device

The supply Operating
instructions

Primary exhaust
temperature

The elapsed time

Secondary exhaust
temperature

Three stage exhaust
temperature

Maintenance
instructions

Overtemperature
alarm indication

scram stop Start

Brief diagram of electronic control box Figure 3

3.2 Temperature controller regulation
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Figure 4
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Adjust the
starting pressure

Adjust the
pressure
differential

Self-locking
connection plate

Each stage of the compressor is equipped with a temperature controller, which is installed on the panel of

the control cabinet and has been set up before leaving the factory. If you need to reset, please refer to the manual

of the intelligent temperature controller.

3.3 pressure controller

3.3.1 When the intake pressure reaches the starting pressure, the supercharger starts, and the supercharger

stops less than the stop pressure.

3.3.2 Exhaust pressure for high pressure turbocharger, pressure controller power failure pressure shall not be

greater than rated stop pressure. When the oxygen pressure in the exhaust buffer tank rises to the rated stop

pressure, the pressure controller cuts off the power supply and the supercharger stops; the compressor starts again

manually.

3.3.3 When the influent pressure reaches 0.15 Mpa, the supercharger starts and stops when the Mpa is less

than 0.05.

3.3.4 The adjustment method of pressure controller: the supercharger is connected to the power supply, the

supercharger works, the screw on the pressure controller is adjusted clockwise, until the supercharger stops

working at the pre-selected value, and the pressure controller has been adjusted out of the factory (Figure 5).

Figure 5

4. relief valve

4.1 Safety valve is a device to ensure the safe work of supercharger. Safety valve is installed at all levels. When

the regulating system fails and the oxygen pressure in the pipeline reaches the exhaust pressure of the safety valve,

the top rod of the safety valve is pushed open by compressed oxygen. Note: the safety valve exhaust recovery line

is installed by the customer.

4.2 The discharge pressure of the safety valve is adjusted in advance and must not be adjusted at will. When the

safety valve can not work properly, the new valve should be replaced.

Adjust the pressure
differential

Adjusting power
off pressure
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5. Check valve

Check valve is a device to ensure that compressed oxygen in the buffer tank does not reverse flow back to the

compressor。

6. Installation and Disassembly of Supercharger

6.1 hoisting

The bearing capacity of hoisting equipment and hoisting equipment shall meet the requirements of the

hoisting equipment. During hoisting, attention should be paid to personal and equipment safety.

6.2 Installation of supercharger

6.2.1 Compressor that compresses flammable, explosive or toxic gases shall be installed, used and operated

in accordance with relevant safety regulations.

※6.2.2 Supercharger should be placed in a well-ventilated space, ambient temperature below 40℃ , to avoid

direct sunlight and rain, the supercharger should be surrounded by enough space, at least 1.5 meters of operating

channels to facilitate operation, maintenance and maintenance.

6.2.3 After the supercharger is installed on the basis, the horizontal error should be adjusted less than 5\8240;,

and the base level should not be distorted when fixed;

※6.2.4 The inlet pressure and exhaust pressure of the supercharger have been set, the pressure controller can

not be adjusted arbitrarily, beyond the rated working condition, it is easy to appear the hidden danger of safety,

and the user is responsible for all the problems.

※6.2.5 The diameter of the inlet connection pipe shall not be lower than the inlet diameter(If the inlet

connection diameter is lower than the inlet diameter, the compressor pressure ratio increases, the exhaust

temperature increases, and the exhaust temperature exceeds the rated exhaust temperature, which brings safety

risks)

6.3 O Utreach pipeline

6.3.1 The pipeline connected with the inlet and outlet of the booster and the exhaust recovery pipeline of the

safety valve are designed and installed by the user himself. The pipes of the inlet, outlet and inlet and outlet shall

be connected with the supercharger by a hose (To prevent the operation vibration of supercharger to drive pipe

vibration).

6.4 Pipeline requirements

※6.4.1 All gas pipelines must be subjected to pressure test, the test pressure is 1.5 times the maximum

allowable pressure;

※6.4.2 Air tightness test must be carried out on the welding seam and connection part of the pipeline

conveying oxygen;

※6.4.3 The long suspended pipe shall be supported by auxiliary support, but shall not produce additional

stress;

6.4.4 The pipe connected with supercharger shall have measures such as shock absorption and elimination of

thermal expansion;
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6.4.5 The inner wall of the pipe must not have welding slag, rust and dirt, before installation need dry

compressed air blowing clean;

6.5 Precautions for disassembly and assembly

6.5.1 When disassembling and assembling, the machining surface of the parts should not be scratched,

especially the sealing surface such as seat, valve mouth and so on.

※6.5.2 All parts should be cleaned and assembled. The connecting rod small head needle roller bearing should

be coated with special grease before installing piston pin to fill the inner surface of the needle 1/3.

6.5.3 Attention should be paid to adjusting the bearing cushion when installing the crankshaft, so that there is

0.2 mm gap between the crankshaft bearing and the bearing seat, so as to ensure the flexible operation of the

crankshaft.

6.5.4 The opening of the guide ring shall be staggered 180 times and the opening direction shall be

perpendicular to the axial direction of the piston pin, and the opening of the piston ring shall also be staggered, as

shown in figure 6.

6.5.5Attention should be paid to adjusting the gasket under the cylinder when assembling the cylinder. When

the piston is at the upper stop point, the top surface of the piston and the seat should maintain a gap mm 0.3-0.6 to

prevent accidents.

First piston ring Second piston ring

Third piston ringThe piston pin

The piston

First guide ring Second guide ring

The piston pin The piston

Figure 6

7. Use and protection of supercharger

7.1 Use of supercharger

7.1.1 It is best to use soft water for cooling water to avoid the chemical reaction of calcium and magnesium

plasma in the water due to high temperature and form scale in the cooler, Affect the heat transfer effect of cooler.

If cooling water tower circulation system is used, softener should be added regularly to maintain water quality

cleanliness. Cooling The water quality requirements are as follows:

(a) suspended matter ≤ 100mg/L,

(b) PH: Between 6.5-9,

(c) Silver Carbonate Hardness ≤ 140. (When the drainage temperature is 45℃)

The automatic recharge system of cooling water circulation system should be improved, otherwise, after
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running for some time, the cooling water quantity is insufficient, which will cause the compressor water pressure

Insufficient and stop. Cooling water tower should be easy to heat dissipation, good ventilation, and support fixed

to prevent dumping.

Water pressure of cooling water shall generally be maintained between 0.15-0.3 MPa, not greater than 0.4

Mpa, not less than 0.1 Mpa.

Water consumption of cooling water : 40×Gas value (Nm³/h) unit：L/h.。

Cooling water outlet temperature should be kept below 40℃ , inlet and outlet water temperature difference

6-10℃.

If the machine stops for a long time or the ambient temperature is less than 0℃ , the cooling water in the

machine should be cleaned.

Cooling water pipeline caliber should not be less than compressor waterway caliber.

7.1.2 After installation and assembly, the booster can be tested to meet the installation and use requirements.

7.1.3 Check whether bolts and nuts are loose before trial operation. When the finger presses the middle of the

belt, the belt can droop about 10 mm, then the belt is suitable.

7.1.4 Open the globe valve on the exhaust port, connect the gas source and cooling water, make the inlet

pressure and inlet pressure reach the controller state, connect the power supply, start the compressor instantly,

check whether the steering is the same as the arrow, run smoothly. If normal, let compressor run more than 10 min,

then close exhaust valve, buffer tank gas pressure will increase. At this time, the use of soapy water test exhaust

pipe joints, cylinder head, regulating pipeline leakage, air leakage re-fastening.

7.1.5 When the gas pressure in the exhaust buffer tank rises to the exhaust stop pressure, the pressure switch

acts, cuts off the magnetic starter control circuit, and the motor stops; the gas pressure in the buffer tank does not

increase. Check that the pressure gauge indicates rated exhaust pressure, otherwise it should be adjusted as

described in 3.3.3.

7.1.6 When the inlet gas pressure drops to the intake stop pressure, the intake pressure controller acts, cuts off

the control circuit, stops the motor, and checks whether the pressure indication position is lower than the intake

stop pressure value. Otherwise, it should be adjusted according to 3.3.3 regulation bar.

7.1.7 When the work is finished or the power supply line is cut off, the compressor power supply should be

cut off, and the cooling water should be cut off, and the water cooling heat exchanger and the cooling water in the

cylinder block should be emptied.

7.2 Supercharger Protection

※7.2.1 The operator must hold the corresponding electrician operation certificate and work under the guidance

of the electrical technician. Power must be cut off before electrical maintenance, and special supervision and

warning signs.

※7.2.2During the operation of the compressor, the person or clothing shall not touch the moving parts such as

the drive belt, the fan wheel, etc., and do not touch the cylinder wall, the trachea road, so as to avoid scalding.
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8. Maintenance and Inspection of Supercharger

8.1 Check the following daily

8.1.1 Check the connection for loosening, if any, should be fastened immediately.

8.1.2 Pressure gauge: the pressure gauge pointer moves smoothly, when the oxygen pressure in the gas

storage tank is 00:00, its pointer should also refer to "0".

8.1.3 Calibrate the pressure controller. When the exhaust pressure reaches the rated pressure, the pressure

controller should be able to cut off the control circuit of the magnetic starter and make the supercharger stop

working, otherwise it should be adjusted according to 3.3.3.

8.1.4 Safety valve: when the exhaust pressure is close to the setting pressure, the exhaust relief valve should

produce discharge action.

8.2 Monthly maintenance

8.2.1 Belt elongated or worn, movable motor, adjust belt tightness or replace belt according to 7.1.2.

8.3 Annual periodic inspection projects

8.3.1 Check for air leaks

※8.3.2 To check the wear of the guide ring of the piston ring, the wear limit of the piston ring is 5.5 mm; the

wear limit of the guide ring is 1.8 mm.

※8.3.3 Connecting rod large head bearing and crankcase bearing are normal. When the compressor runs up to

1500 h, we should add special imported food grade aerospace grease to the roller bearing.

※8.3.4 Booster is a special equipment, our company recommends users by professional regular maintenance

1~2 times a year.
9. General Fault Causes and Troubleshooting Methods

9.1 Pressure does not rise or rise too long

a、Inhalation valve or exhaust valve plate damage, air leakage should be replaced;

b、Air valve pad or cylinder head pad leakage, should be re-fastened, if any damage should replace the new

pad;

c、There is dirt near the suction and exhaust valve mouth, which affects the normal operation of the valve

plate, and the dirt should be removed;

d、Pressure gauge failure, new;

e、Exhaust line leakage, repair clearance;

f、The piston ring, guide ring or cylinder are badly worn and leaky and should be replaced(cf. Article 8.3.2)

9.2 The machine has an abnormal noise

a、Improper installation, the machine should be smooth;

b、When the piston is in contact with the valve, the cylinder pad should be replaced and the clearance of the

piston upper stop point should be adjusted;

c、Bearing damage, replace new bearing;

d、The cylinder falls into the foreign body, clears the foreign body;
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9.3 Excessive exhaust temperature

a、The inner surface of the cylinder is pulled by foreign body or the gap between the guide ring and the

cylinder wall is too small to produce overheating. The relevant parts should be replaced or the gap between the

guide ring and the cylinder wall should be adjusted;

b、Exhaust valve plate broken, compressed air backflow, should replace the exhaust valve plate.

9.4 Pressure gauges over run

a、The suction valve plate or exhaust valve plate should be excluded;

b、Pressure gauges damaged, replaced;

c、Pressure controller failure, readjust or replace new.

9.5 Motor not rotating

a、Power supply phase, should check fuse or power cord, connected to the broken part;

b、If the motor is damaged, it should be replaced.
10. Catalogue and schematic diagram of damaged parts of supercharger

10.1 Table of Breakable Parts of Supercharger (Additional purchases by users)

WWZ-(3-12)/4-150 model

Name of

Vulnerable

parts

progression

piston ring rider ring
Steering piston

The guide ring
Suction Valve Plate

Exhaust

valve plate

One level 8 1 2 1 1

Two level 8 1 2 1 1

Three level 8 2 2 2 2

Other

Name of

Vulnerable

parts

progression

piston ring rider ring
Steering piston

The guide ring
Suction Valve Plate

Exhaust

valve plate

One level 8 1 2 1 1

Two level 8 1 2 1 1

Three level 8 2 2 2 2

10.2 Brief diagram of the easily damaged parts of supercharger(Figure 7)
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First stage
piston ring

First stage
guide ring

Guide piston
guide ring

Secondary
piston ring

Three stage
piston ring

Three stage
guide ring

Secondary
guide ring

First stage
suction valve
disc

First stage
exhaust valve
disc

Level 3 valve
plates

The secondary
valve plates

Figure 7

11. Main technical parameters of supercharger

Type with * label is water cooled

Model

Volume

flow

Nm3/h

admission

pressure

MPa

discharge

pressure

MPa

Power

rating

KW

outline dimension

LengthXwidthXheight

mm

Air intake

Outer diameter

of welded pipe

mm

WWZ-(3~5)/4-150 3~5 0.4 20 4 1080X820X850 20、10

WWZ-(6~8)/4-150 6~8 0.4 20 5.5 1080X870X850 25、10

WWZ-(9~12)/4-150 9~12 0.4 20 7.5 1080X900X850 25、10

WWZ-(13~15)/4-150 13~15 0.4 20 11 1250X1020X850 25、10

WWZ-(16~20)/4-150 16~20 0.4 20 15 1250X1020X850 25、10

WWZ-(21~25)/4-150 21~25 0.4 20 15 1250X1020X850 32、12

WWZ-(16~20)/4-150 * 16~20 0.4 20 7.5 1300X1020X900 32、12

WWZ-(21~27)/4-150 * 21~27 0.4 20 11 1350X1020X900 32、12

WWZ-(28~50)/4-150 * 28~50 0.4 20 15 1600X1100X1100 32、16

SWZ-(51~75)/4-150 * 51~75 0.4 20 22 1800x1100X1150 51、18

WWZ-(76~100)/4-150-II* 76~100 0.4 20 15x2 2500X1800X1100 51、18

SWZ-(101~150)/4-150-I* 101~150 0.4 20 22x2 2500X1800X1150 51、25

SWZ-(20~30)/0-150 * 20~30 0 20 15 1800x1100X1150 32、16

SWZ-(40~60)/1-150 * 40~60 0.1 20 22 1800x1100X1150 51、18
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12. Electrical schematic diagram of supercharger
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